We present an empirical study on constructing a Japanese constituent parser, which can output function labels to deal with more detailed syntactic information. Japanese syntactic parse trees are usually represented as unlabeled dependency structure between bunsetsu chunks, however, such expression is insufficient to uncover the syntactic information about distinction between complements and adjuncts and coordination structure, which is required for practical applications such as syntactic reordering of machine translation. We describe a preliminary effort on constructing a Japanese constituent parser by a Penn Treebank style treebank semi-automatically made from a dependency-based corpus. The evaluations show the parser trained on the treebank has comparable bracketing accuracy as conventional bunsetsu-based parsers, and can output such function labels as the grammatical role of the argument and the type of adnominal phrases.
Introduction
In Japanese NLP, syntactic structures are usually represented as dependencies between grammatical chunks called bunsetsus. A bunsetsu is a grammatical and phonological unit in Japanese, which consists of an independent-word such as noun, verb or adverb followed by a sequence of zero or more dependent-words such as auxiliary verbs, postpositional particles or sentence final particles. It is one of main features of Japanese that bunsetsu order is much less constrained than phrase order in English.
Since dependency between bunsetsus can treat flexible bunsetsu order, most publicly available Japanese parsers including CaboCha (Kudo et al., 2002) and KNP (Kawahara et al., 2006) return bunsetsu-based dependency as syntactic structure. Such bunsetsubased parsers generally perform with high accuracy and have been widely used for various NLP applications.
However, bunsetsu-based representations also have serious shortcomings for dealing with Japanese sentence hierarchy. The internal structure of a bunsetsu has strong morphotactic constraints in contrast to flexible bunsetsu order. A Japanese predicate bunsetsu consists of a main verb followed by a sequence of auxiliary verbs and sentence final particles. There is an almost one-dimensional order in the verbal constituents, which reflects the basic hierarchy of the Japanese sentence structure including voice, tense, aspect and modality. Bunsetsu-based representation cannot provide the linguistic structure that reflects the basic sentence hierarchy.
Moreover, bunsetsu-based structures are unsuitable for representing such nesting structure as coordinating conjunctions. For instance, bunsetsu representation of a noun phrase "
-(technology-GEN) / -(improvement-CONJ) / -(economy-GEN) / (growth) " technology improvement and economic growth does not allow us to easily interpret it, which means ((technology improvement) and (economic growth)) or (technology (improvement and economic growth)), because bunsetsu-based dependencies do not convey information about left boundary of each noun phrase (Asahara, 2013) . This drawback complicates operating syntactically meaningful units in such applications as statistical machine translation, which needs to recognize syntactic units in building a translation model (e.g. tree-to-string and tree-to-tree) and in preordering source language sentences.
Semantic analysis, such as predicate-argument structure analysis, is usually done as a pipeline process after syntactic analysis (Iida et al., 2011 ; Hayashibe et al., 2011 ) ; but in Japanese, the discrepancy between syntactic and semantic units cause difficulties integrating semantic analysis with syntactic analysis.
Our goal is to construct a practical constituent parser that can deal with appropriate grammatical units and output grammatical functions as semisemantic information, e.g., grammatical or semantic roles of arguments and gapping types of relative clauses. We take an approach to deriving a grammar from manually annotated corpora by training probabilistic models like current statistical constituent parsers of de facto standards (Petrov et al., 2006; Klein et al., 2003 ; Charniak, 2000; Bikel, 2004) . We used a constituent-based treebank that Uematsu et al. (2013) converted from an existing bunsetsubased corpus as a base treebank, and retag the nonterminals and transform the tree structures in described in Section 3. We will present the results of evaluations of the parser trained with the treebank in Section 4, and show some analyses in Section 5.
Related work
The number of researches on Japanese constituentbased parser is quite few compared to that of bunsetsu-dependency-based parser. Most of them have been conducted under lexicalized grammatical formalism.
HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar) (Sag et al., 2003 ) is a representative one. Gunji et al. (1987) proposed JPSG (Japanese Phrase Structure Grammar) that is theoretically precise to handle the free word order problem of Japanese. Nagata et al. ( 1993 ) built a spoken-style Japanese grammar and a parser running on it. Siegel et al ( 2002 ) constructed a broad-coverage linguistically precise grammar JACY, which integrates semantics, MRS (Minimal Recursion Semantics) (Copestake, 2005) . Bond et al. ( 2008 ) built a large-scale Japanese treebank Hinoki based on JACY and used it for parser training. Masuichi et al.(2003) developed a Japanese LFG (Lexicalized-Functional Grammar) (Kaplan et al., 1982) parser whose grammar is sharing the design with six languages. Uematsu et al. (2013) constructed a CCG (Combinatory Categorial Grammar) bank based on the scheme proposed by Bekki (2010) , by integrating several corpora including a constituent-based treebank converted from a dependency-base corpus.
These approaches above use a unification-based parser, which offers rich information integrating syntax, semantics and pragmatics, however, generally requires a high computational cost. We aim at constructing a more light-weighted and practical constituent parser, e.g. a PCFG parser, from Penn Treebank style treebank with function labels. Gabbard et al. (2006) introduced function tags by modifying those in Penn Treebank to their parser. Even though Noro et al. (2005) built a Japanese corpus for deriving Japanese CFG, and evaluated its grammar, they did not treat the predicate-argument structure or the distinction of adnominal phrases. This paper is also closely related to the work of Korean treebank transformations (Choi et al., 2012) . Most of the Korean corpus was built using grammatical chunks eojeols, which resemble Japanese bunsetsus and consist of content words and morphemes that represent grammatical functions. Choi et al. transformed the eojeol-based structure of Korean treebanks into entity-based to make them more suitable for parser training. We converted an existing bunsetsu-based corpus into a constituent-based one and integrating other information into it for training a parser.
Treebank for parser training
In this section, we describe the overview of our treebank for training a parser.
Construction of a base treebank
Our base treebank is built from a bunsetsudependency-based corpus, the Kyoto Corpus (Kurohashi et al., 2003) , which is a collection of newspaper articles, that is widely used for training data for Japanese parsers and other applications. We 
Adnominal adjective ADV Adverb PCS Case particle PBD Binding particle PADN Adnominal particle PCO Parallel particle PCJ Conjunctive particle PEND Sentence-ending particle automatically converted from dependency structure to phrase structure by the previously described method (Uematsu et al., 2013) , and conversion errors of structures and tags were manually corrected. We adopted the annotation schema used in Japanese Keyaki treebank (Butler et al., 2012) and Annotation Manual for the Penn Historical Corpora and the PCEEC (Santorini, 2010) as reference to retag the nonterminals and transform the tree structures.
The original Kyoto Corpus has fine-grained partof-speech tags, which we converted into simpler preterminal tags shown in Table 1 for training by lookup tables. First the treebank's phrase tags except function tags are assigned by simple CFG rule sets, then, function tags are added by integrating the information from the other resources or manually annotated. We integrate predicate-argument information from the NAIST Text Corpus (NTC) (Iida et al., 2007 ) into the treebank by automatically converting and adding tag suffixes (e.g. -SBJ, -ARG0 described in section 3.3) to the original tags of the argument phrases. The structure information about coordination and apposition are manually annotated.
Complementary information
We selectively added the following information as tag suffixes and tested their effectiveness.
Inflection We introduced tag suffixes for inflection as clues to identify the attachment position of the verb and adjective phrases, because Japanese verbs and adjectives have inflections, which depends (no label) base form cont continuative form attr attributive form neg negative form hyp hypothetical form imp imperative form stem stem Table 2 : Inflection tag suffixes on their modifying words and phrases (e.g. noun and verb phrases). Symbols in Table 2 are attached to tags VB, ADJ and AUX, based on their inflection form. The inflection information is propagated to the phrases governing the inflected word as a head. We adopted these symbols from the notation of Japanese CCG described in (Bekki, 2010) .
Subcategorization and voice
Each verb has a subcategorization frame, which is useful for building verb phrase structure. For instance, tsukamu "grasp" takes two arguments, nominative and accusative cases, ataeru "give" takes three arguments: nominative, accusative and dative cases. We also added suffixes to verb tags to denote which arguments they require (n:nominative, a:accusative and d: dative). For instance, the verb "give" takes three arguments (nominative, accusative and dative cases), it is tagged with VB[nad].
We retrieve this information from a Japanese case frame dictionary, Nihongo Goitaikei (Ikehara et al., 1997) , which has 14,000 frames for 6,000 verbs and adjectives. As an option, we also added voice information (A:active, P:passive and C:causative) to the verb phrases, because it effectively helps to discriminate cases.
Annotation schema
We introduce phrase and function tags in Table 3 and use them selectively based on the options described below.
Tree Structure We first built a treebank with binary tree structure (except the root and terminal nodes), because it is comparably easy to convert the existing Japanese dependency-based corpus to it. We converted the dependency-based corpus by a previously described method in (Uematsu et al., 2013) . The binary tree's structure has the follow- ing characteristics about verb phrase (VP) and postposition phrase (PP): VP from the same bunsetsu is a left-branching subtree and the PP-VP structure (roughly corresponding to the argument-predicate structure) is a right-branching subtree. Pure binary trees tend to be very deep and difficult to annotate and interpret by humans. We also built an n-ary tree version by flattening these structures.
The predicate-argument structure, which is usually represented by PPs and a VP in the treebank, particularly tends to be deep in binary trees based on the number of arguments. To flatten the structure, we remove the internal VP nodes by intermediately re-attaching all of the argument PPs to the VP that dominates the predicate. Figure 1 shows an example of flattening the PP-VP structure.
For noun phrases, since compound nouns and numerals cause deep hierarchy, the structure that includes them is flattened under the parent NP. The coordinating structure is preserved, and each NP element of the coordination is flattened Predicates and arguments The predicate's argument is basically marked with particles, which represent cases in Japanese; thus, they are represented as a postpositional phrase, which is composed of a noun phrase and particles. The leftmost tree in Figure 2 is an example of the parse result of the following sentence:
oikaketa "chased" (The dog chased the cat.)
We annotated predicate arguments by two different schemes (different tag sets) in our treebank: grammatical roles and semantic roles. In using a tag set based on grammatical roles, the arguments are assigned with the suffixes based on their syntactic roles in the sentence, like Penn Treebank: SBJ (subject), OBJ (direct object), and OB2 (indirect object). Alternatively, the arguments are labeled based on their semantic roles from case frame of predicates, like PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005 ) : ARG0, ARG1 and ARG2. These arguments are annotated by converting semantic roles defined in the case frame dictionary Goitaikei into simple labels, the labels are not influenced by case alternation.
In both annotation schemes, we also annotated two types of arbitrary arguments with semantic role labels: LOC (locative) and TMP (temporal), which can be assigned consistently and are useful for various applications.
Adnominal clauses Clauses modifying noun phrases are divided into two types: (gapping) relative and non-gapping adnominal clauses. Relative clauses are denoted by adding function tag -REL to phrase tag IP. Such a gap is directly attached to IP-REL tag as a suffix consisting of an underscore and small letters in our treebank, e.g., IP-REL sbj for a subject-gap relative clause, so that the parser can learn the type of gap simultaneously, unlike the Penn Treebank style, where gaps are marked as trace '*T*'. For instance, note the structure of the following noun phrase, which is shown in the middle tree in Figure 2: -neko-o "cat-ACC" oikake-ta "to chase" inu "dog" "neko-o (cat-ACC) oikaketa (chase) inu" (The dog that chased the cat.). We also adopt another type of gap notation that resembles the predicate-argument structure: semantic role notation. In the example above, tag IP-REL arg0 is attached to the relative clause instead.
We attach tag IP-ADN to another type of adnominal clauses, which has no gap, the modified noun phrase is not an argument of the predicate in the adnominal clause. The rightmost in Figure 2 is an example of a non-gapping clause: -inu-ga "dog-NOM" -neko-o "cat-ACC" oikake-teiru "chasing" shashin "photo" (A photo of a dog chasing a cat.), where there is no predicate-argument relation between the verb chase and the noun photo.
Coordination and apposition
The notation of such parallel structure as coordination and apposition differs based on the type of tree structure. For binary trees, the coordination is represented by a left-branching tree, which is a conjunction or a conjunction particle that first joined a left hand constituent; the phrase is marked as a modifier consisting of coordination (-NCOORD and -VCOORD for NP and VP coordinations), as shown on the left side of Figure 3 . On the other hand, in n-ary trees, all the coordination elements and conjunctions are aligned flatly under the parent phrase with suffix -COORD. The apposition is represented in the same way using tag -APPOS instead.
Phrase and sentential elements Since predicate arguments are often omitted in Japanese, discrimination between the fragment of larger phrases and sentential elements is not clear. In treebank, we employ IP and CP tags for inflectional and complementizer phrases, assuming that tags with function tag suffixes to the phrase correspond to the maximum projection of the predicate (verb or adjective). The matrix phrase and the adverbial phrase have IP-MAT and IP-ADV tags respectively. This annotation schema is adopted based on the Penn Historical Corpora (Santorini, 2010) and Japanese Keyaki treebank (Butler et al., 2012) as previously described, while IP in our treebank is not so flat as them. Such sentential complements as that-clauses in English are tagged with CP-THT. In other words, the sentential elements, which are annotated with SBAR, S, and trace *T* in the Penn Treebank, are tagged with CP or IP in our treebank.
Evaluation
The original Kyoto Corpus has 38,400 sentences and they were automatically converted to constituent structures. The function tags are also added to the corpus by integrating predicate-argument information in the NAIST Text corpus. Since the conversion contains errors of structures and tags, about half of them were manually checked to avoid the effects of the conversion errors.
We evaluated our treebank's effectiveness for parser training with 18,640 sentences, which were divided into three sets: 14,895 sentences for a train- ing set, 1,860 sentences for a test set, and the remainder for a development set. The basic evaluations were under the condition of using the original tag sets: the basic set Base, which contains all the preterminal tags in Table 1 and the phrase tags in Table Table 3 , except the IP and CP tags, and the full set Full, which has Base + IP, CP tags, and all the function tags. The basic set Base is provided to evaluate the constituent parser performance in case that we need better performance at the cost of limiting the information.
We used two types of function tag sets: Full sr for semantic roles and Full gr for grammatical roles.
We added the following complementary information to the tags and named the new tag sets Base or
Full and suffix:
inf: add inflection information to the POS tag (verbs, adjectives, and auxiliary verbs) and the phrase tags (Table 2) .
lex: lexicalize the closed words, i.e., auxiliary verbs and particles.
vsub: add verb subcategorization to the verb and verb phrase tags.
vsub alt: add verb subcategorization and case alternation to the verb and verb phrase tags.
In comparing the system output with the gold standard, we remove the complementary information to ignore different level of annotation, thus, we do not discriminate between VB[na] and VB[nad] for example. We used the Berkeley parser (Petrov et al., 2006 ) for our evaluation and trained with six iterations for latent annotations. In training the n-ary trees, we used a default Markovization parameter (h = 0, v = 1), because the parser performed the best with the development set. Table 4 shows the parsing results of the test sets. On the whole, the binary tree outperformed the nary tree. This indicates that the binary tree structure was converted from bunsetsu-based dependencies, whose characteristics are described in Section 3.3, and is better for parser training than the partially flattened structure.
As for additional information, the inflection suffixes slightly improved the F 1 -metrics. This is mainly because the inflection information gives the category of the attached phrase (e.g., the attributive form for noun phrases). The others did not provide any improvement, even though we expected the subcategorization and case alternation information to help the parser detect and discriminate the grammatical roles, probably because we simply introduced the information by concatenating the suffixes to the base tags to adapt an off-the-shelf parser in our evaluation. For instance, VB[n] and VB[na] are recognized as entirely independent categories; a sophisticated model, which can treat them hierarchically, would improve the performance.
For comparison with a bunsetsu-based dependency parser, we convert the parser output into unlabeled bunsetsu dependencies by the following simple way. We first extract all bunsetsu chunks in a sentence and find a minimum phrase including each bunsetsu chunk from a constituent structure. For each pair of bunsetsus having a common parent phrase, we add a dependency from the left bunsetsu to the right one, since Japanese is a head-final language.
The unlabeled attachment scores of the converted dependencies are shown as the accuracies in Table 5 , since most bunsetsu-based dependency parsers output only unlabeled structure.
The Base inf results are comparable with the bunsetsu-dependency results (90.46%) over the same corpus (Kudo et al., 2002) 1 , which has only the same level of information. Constituent parsing with treebank almost matched the current bunsetsu parsing.
Analysis
In this section, we analyze the error of parse results from the point of view of the discrimination of grammatical and semantic roles, adnominal clause and coordination.
Grammatical and semantic roles Predicate arguments usually appeared as PP, which is composed of noun phrases and particles. We focus on PPs with function labels. The precision and the recall of mandatory arguments did not reach a high level. The results are related to predicate argument structure analysis in Japanese. But, they cannot be directly compared, because the parser in this evaluation must output a correct target phrase and select it as an argument, although most researches select a word using a gold standard parse tree. Hayashibe et al. ( 2011 ) reported the best precision of ARG0 discrimination to be 88.42 % 2 , which is the selection results from the candidate nouns using the gold standard parse tree of NTC. If the cases where the correct candidates did not appear in the parser results are excluded (10.8 %), the precision is 72.7 %. The main remaining error is to label to non-argument PP with suffix -ARG0 (17.0%), thus, we must restrain the overlabeling to improve the precision.
The discrimination of grammatical role is higher than that of semantic role, which is more directly estimated by case particles following the noun phrases. The confusion matrix for the recall in Table 7 shows main problem is parse error, where correct phrase span does not exist (no span), and marks 10-11%. The second major error is discrimination from bare PPs (PPs without suffixes), mainly because the clues to judge whether the arguments are mandatory or arbitrary lack in the treebank. Since even the mandatory arguments are often omitted in Japanese, it is not facilitate to identify arguments of predicates by using only syntactic information.
Adnominal phrases
We need to discriminate between two types of adnominal phrases as described in Section 3.3: IP-REL and IP-ADN. Table 8 shows the discrimination results of the adnominal phrase types. The difference between IP-REL (gapped relative clauses) and IP-ADN is closely related to the discrimination of the grammatical role: whether the antecedent is the argument of the head predicate of the relative clause. Table 8 shows the discrimination results of the adnominal phrases. The results indicate the difficulties of discriminating the type of gaps of rela-tive clause IP-REL. The confusion matrix in Table 9 shows that the discrimination between gaps and non-gaps, i.e., IP-REL and IP-ADN, is moderate as for IP-REL sbj and IP-REL obj. However, IP-REL ob2 is hardly recognized, because it is difficult to determine whether the antecedent, which is marked with particle 'ni', is a mandatory argument (IP-REL ob2) or not (IP-ADN). Increasing training samples would improve the discrimination, since there are only 290 IP-REL ob2 tags for 8,100 IP-ADN tags in the training set.
Naturally discrimination only by syntactic information has limitation; this baseline can be improved by incorporating semantic information.
Coordination Figure 10 shows the coordination results, which are considered the baseline for only using syntactic information. Improvement is possible by incorporating semantic information, since the disambiguation of coordination structure essentially needs semantic information.
Conclusion
We constructed a Japanese constituent-based parser to be released from the constraints of bunsetsu-based analysis to simplify the integration of syntactic and semantic analysis. Our evaluation results indicate that the basic performance of the parser trained with the treebank almost equals bunsetsus-based parsers and has the potential to supply detailed syntactic information by grammatical function labels for semantic analysis, such as predicate-argument structure analysis.
Future work will be to refine the annotation scheme to improve parser performance and to evaluate parser results by adapting them to such NLP applications as machine translation. 
